Printmaking
Part 2
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Alexandra Palace’s Wellness Café
is a monthly resource with wonderful
ideas for older people to enjoy
being creative at home
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About the Wellness Café
The Wellness Café is a monthly social for
older people based in Alexandra Palace’s new
Wellness Centre (a dedicated space designed to
support everyone to live their best life!).
The Café offers a chance for like minded people
to come together to get creative – listen to
music, sing, get sticking and making, and of
course drink lots of refreshing tea and eat
scrumptious cake!
We may not be able to meet in person at the
moment but over the coming months, we’ll keep
you connected with a series of resources made
by our regular Wellness Centre contributors that
aim to keep you inspired!
This follow-up edition to Alix Smith’s wonderful
step-by-step guide to printmaking at home,
introduces us to the art of monoprinting and
using household objects to make prints that will
impress.
Note - all Wellness Café sessions are accessible
for people who are living with dementia and
their essential friends or carers.

Who is Alix Smith?
www.alixsmith.co.uk
Instagram: @artcartlondon
Facebook: @artcartlondon
Alix Smith has over 20 years experience of
managing and delivering visual arts projects
to a wide range of audiences. She has a MA in
Artist Teaching and Contemporary Practices
(Goldsmiths University 2013 - in partnership
with Tate Modern). She has worked as a
primary school art teacher, as Head of
Learning in museums, and now works as a
freelance artist-educator.

Lets recap before we begin:
Printing is wonderful way to create beautiful artworks. Simple techniques can be used to create some
really interesting effects. You can usually find all that you need for print making in your home. You do
not need lots of special or expensive art equipment or materials.
Materials should be multi-sensory and can be found around the home. This month’s resource includes
two new print making techniques for more fabulous print making ideas to dress up your home!
This resource has everything you need, including handy hints and tips, to start you on your
print making journey:
• It tells you about the equipment and materials you will need, and where to source them
• It shows you simple but effective techniques, such as monoprinting and using house objects
to make prints
• And, demonstrates a range of stunning ways to make eye-catching gifts from your prints

What equipment and
materials will you need?
Paint

A Paint tray

You could use poster paints, acrylic or even
house paint such as the little tester pots of
emulsion from hardware shops which are often
much cheaper than paints from craft shops and
come in beautiful colours. If you don’t have any
paint, you can try mixing flour, water and food
colouring together.

Paper plates make excellent paint trays, as well as
old house plates or even large bits of cardboard
(basically anything that you can put paint on).

Paper to print on

Equipment for applying
the paint

You don’t need to use high quality art paper
for print making – it could be any ‘absorbent’
type of paper such as sugar paper, tissue paper,
newspaper or newsprint, cardboard and so on. In
fact I recommend experimenting with different
types of paper as it can produce some really
interesting effects. For example, you can even
print onto old paper bags! (Note - I have found
that printer paper doesn’t work that well it has a
tendency to crinkle and curl up.)

You could use a range of things for applying
paint, such as a roller, brushes, sponges or even
your fingers, my favourite especially when print
making with children.

For monoprinting
You will need an A4 plastic wallet, or a carrier bag
(cut into an A4 size piece) and tape (masking tape
works best but most sticky tape will do).

Household objects for
printing with . . .
You can use anything you don’t mind covering
in paint. The following items were used to make
the examples in this resource: cardboard, corks,
bubble wrap, string, plastic cups, plastic lids and
packaging like plastic food trays. Get the picture?

Making a monoprint
Last time we experienced the magic of being able to make multiple prints using one
source, for example a vegetable stamp or natural found object. Monoprinting quite
literally means only making one print from a single source or image (‘mono’ from
the Latin noun meaning ‘alone’). It is a quick and easy technique that produces some
arresting results - it’s a wonderful way to experiment with pattern making and
colour mixing.
To begin, you will need a sheet of plastic around A4 size. An A4 plastic wallet works well.
I’m using a plastic carrier bag. I’ve cut the flat side off of a thick-ish carrier bag. Laid it flat
on to the table and taped it down using masking tape. Now your printing area is made simple! Then using a brush or sponge cover the plastic sheet with thick paint like so...

Lets start by experimenting with creating patterns. You can use all sorts of tools to make marks on the
plastic. I’ve used sticks, straws, potato stamps (see last months printmaking edition), string, scrunched up
newspaper, or even my fingers! The trick is not to spend too much time drawing or the paint will start to
dry. You need to keep the paint wet. Don’t worry about making mistakes or changing your mind about
your design, you can simply apply another coat of paint over the plastic and start again!

When you are ready to print your design, take a
piece of paper and lay it over the painted plastic.
Rub it gently taking care not to move the paper
around, as your design will smudge. Once you
feel confident the paper has absorbed your
design/image, slowly peel the paper back from
one of the corners. Voila, you have a
stunning print!
Your monoprint can be artworks in itself. Or you
can leave it to dry and use it as backgrounds
for further printing, adding additional shapes or
designs over the top.

Printing with
household items
Many things around the house make perfect
objects for printing, for example bubble wrap,
corks, string, lace, paper doilies, scrunched up
newspaper, textured wallpaper, cotton buds,
plastic or paper cups can all be used to create
beautiful patterns.

Try cutting a piece of bubble wrap and painting over it with a paintbrush and print to make fantastic
circular patterned effect.

Or try using corrugated cardboard, peeling off the top layer of card using the subterrainian layer for
printing which will give you a loose striped effect.

Paper and plastic cups or bottle lids can be fun to create circular patterns too.

Things to do with
your prints
There are lots of things you can do with your prints.
Try different combinations or all of the techniques learnt in this printmaking double edition of the
Wellness Café. Now you can combine different techniques together to create multi-layered artworks.
Can you recognise the different techniques used in my examples below? That’s right! They use all of
the techniques we’ve learnt so far; including printing with vegetables and natural objects (from the last
month’s edition) and monoprinting and printing with household objects too.

Greetings Cards

Using small prints (or cut outs from a larger print), you can turn your work into greetings cards. You can
buy packs ready-made blank cards and envelopes quite cheaply or just make your own with folded card.
Even better, if you are like me and have a tendency to horde things, try recycling old greetings cards.
For all options the principle is the same, just stick your prints to folded card and “hey presto” you have
your own personalised greeting card.

Your prints can also make wonderful personalised gifts. I think they look particularly attractive in a small
frame. I like bringing together a range of contrasting colours and patterned prints, or even black and
white patterns, in a single frame.

Using patterned paper prints to make collages is very effective. Try cutting a range of paper prints to
create pictures of animals, flowers, plants, or buildings! Like this stunning hummingbird I’ve made.

I hope you have fun experimenting with monoprinting, and
continue printmaking - there really is a limitless range of things
you can make with these printmaking techniques.
Please send us your pictures at learning@alexandrapalace.com we loved to see what you produce.
Big thanks to Sage Nursing home for sharing pictures of their
stunning prints below.

